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Faith’s Lodge Announces Sponsors For 2013 Hope Rocks
BI Worldwide is this year’s presenting sponsor, C.H. Robinson and FILO are the dinner
and stage/entertainment sponsors, respectively
Minneapolis – August 23, 2013 – A charitable organization needs deep business and
community roots to be successful in the long-term. Financial partners and support are
important to sustainability of the overall mission. With that in mind, Faith’s Lodge is proud
to announce its long roster of substantial supporters for its premier fundraising event,
Hope Rocks, which is on Friday, Sept. 13, in downtown Minneapolis.
“Throughout our history we’ve been fortunate to have deep, long-term financial support
from individuals and businesses,” said Kelly McDyre, Executive Director of Faith’s Lodge.
“Hope Rocks wouldn’t happen without this support at all levels, whether it be attending
our great event or signing on as a sponsor, or both.”
This year, BI Worldwide is the Hope Rocks presenting partner and C.H. Robinson is the
dinner sponsor. FILO is the stage and entertainment sponsor and Lindquist & Vennum LLP
is the red carpet sponsor. Optum is sponsoring the VIP Reception, Peter and Martha
Eckerline are sponsoring the Rocker Lounge, and Pediatric Home Service is the volunteer
sponsor. Cities 97 and Minnesota Monthly are the media sponsors.
Faith’s Lodge is a place of hope and healing for families facing the serious illness or death
or a child. Hope Rocks is the cornerstone of Faith’s Lodge fundraising effort. Now in its
sixth year, the event takes place at The Depot in downtown Minneapolis is described as a
night of hope, healing, and rocking for cause.
A list of 2013 Hope Rocks sponsors, as of August 20, is listed below. And, there’s still time
to sponsor this wonderful event get tickets. For more information, visit
www.faithslodge.org/hoperocks
Sponsorships:
B.I. Worldwide - Presenting
C.H. Robinson – Dinner
FILO - Stage/Entertainment
Lindquist & Vennum - Red Carpet
Micro Control Company – Auction
Peter & Martha Eckerline - Rocker Lounge

Optum - VIP Reception
Pediatric Home Service - Volunteer
Cities 97 - Media
Minnesota Monthly - Media
Dinner Packages:
Fairview - Platinum
Olson - Platinum
Shinebox - Platinum
Boulay - Platinum
Jessen Press - Gold
Pepsi - Gold
Great River Energy - Silver
Tanya & Jon Turner - Silver
Mark & Susan Lacek - Silver
Mortenson Construction - Silver
Deb & Kevin Diepholz - Silver
Werner Electric - Silver
FlexPerks - Silver
One Simple Plan - Silver
Winthrop & Weinstine - Silver
Libby & Mike Sullivan - Silver
About Faith’s Lodge
Faith’s Lodge provides a place where parents and families facing the serious illness or death of a
child can retreat to reflect on the past, renew strength for the present, and build hope for the
future. The year-round retreat in Danbury, Wis., provides a peaceful escape for families from
across the United States to refresh their minds and spirits while spending time with others who
understand what they are experiencing. For programming schedule and more information, visit
www.faithslodge.org.
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